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* _InDesign_ : This Mac program is a great tool for creating and editing documents and magazines. InDesign can be an incredible tool for basic document production, and it offers endless capability for creating professional marketing materials that are attractive and effective. The program has similar features to Photoshop and can be a great illustration suite for creating marketing
materials. * _Illustrator_ : This program is a great tool for creating illustrations. The program features vector graphics that allow you to scale your illustrations at any size without losing quality. Illustrator is also a great tool for illustrating specific pages, such as business cards, postcards, flyers, or a magazine's first page. * _Adobe Illustrator Draw_ : While the standard version of Illustrator
is designed to design vector artwork, Illustrator Draw is designed for line work and illustration. Its features include vector tools and a blank canvas area where you can add any illustration or design. The program is also a great tool for drawing and designing logos. * _Fireworks_ : Fireworks was once a competitor to Photoshop; although it lacks some of its features, this classic paint program
does have many feature-rich options. It offers a great tool for creating wireframes and designing web and mobile interfaces. * _Premier Pro_ : This robust tool is the powerhouse of the Adobe suite. It is a motion editor and an effects editor. The vector editor is a great tool for creating illustrations. Each of these products comes with many tutorial videos that teach how to use the software.
Many of the applications have a "photoshop-like" feel, so it is important to remember that the workflow and commands are still different. Adobe Photoshop, for example, does not use layers, although it does have many similar commands. With digital technologies, you are no longer limited to plain paper and a pencil, with unlimited ways to manipulate your content. Whether it is for
amateur use or more professional, modifying images in a digital way is a great way to enhance your content and inform your audience. # 12 Creating a Personal Design Style > _Everything we see is a reflection of our own interests. — Henri Matisse_ In designing a business card, brochure, or logo, you need to ensure that the design communicates your brand. However, you need to do this
without falling into a type of design you may despise because it doesn't seem like _you._ When designing a brochure, how
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While Photoshop contains all the functionalities of the image editing tool, Elements is designed to be user-friendly and beginner-friendly. While it’s a great product, it is a perfect tool for those who do not have a lot of time or talent to spend on the photo editing. If you’re just starting to learn Photoshop or design, or if you want a lighter image editing tool to ease your life when working
with Photoshop, then here are the best Photoshop Elements alternatives. Best Photoshop Elements Alternatives This is an extensive list of the top free and paid alternatives to Photoshop elements. You can find various app’s in every category. We have chosen the best free and paid alternatives for all the features you need. Best Free Photoshop Elements Alternatives Sometimes, you might
need to edit an image on the go and not have Photoshop. For such occasions, you can use the free and excellent image editing software. Here are the top picks for free Photoshop alternatives. Pixlr Pixlr is an online photo editor designed to be simple and easy to use. The app has a variety of features such as: Adjust color: The app offers you two tools to make any adjustments on the photos.
You can adjust color with the Pencil Tool or use the Green Channel. Adding shapes to your images: You can use the pen tool or the Shape tool to add shapes or adjust its size. Adding highlights and shadows to your images: You can use the Brush tool or the Gradient tool to modify the highlights and shadows of your photos. Adjusting the brightness and contrast of the photos: You can
adjust the brightness and contrast of the images with the blur tool, Gradient tool or the Hue/Saturation tool. Adjusting the color and the lightness: You can use the Pencil tool or the Levels tool to adjust the color and lightness of the images. Text: The app allows you to edit the text of the images. You can replace the font, color, add shadow, or adjust the boldness and lightness of the text.
Adding speech bubbles to your images: You can use the type tool or the Pen tool to add a speech bubble to your image. Video and cameras: You can trim your video and add text and a transition to it. Adding text to the images: You can add a text box or adjust the font, size, 05a79cecff
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world Updated: Oct 10, 2017 23:54 IST A special court in Pakistan’s Peshawar on Wednesday sentenced four men to death and 37 others to varying terms of imprisonment for trafficking more than 6,000 Afghan labourers into the country. The men belonged to the United Jehad Council, a designated terror group in Pakistan, and belonged to intelligence wings of Pakistani military’s ISI,
one of whose wings involved people accused of being involved in the Haqqani Network, a leading Taliban faction. The verdict comes after the investigation into the case started in March 2014 when the labourers were found in Pakistan’s volatile Khyber Agency. Another 12 people accused of smuggling “afghan labourers” to Pakistan were acquitted in the verdict. The court said that the
convictions were based on the testimonies of some Afghan labourers involved in the matter who pleaded for leniency from the court. The suspects were tried in the Mufti Jagim jail in Peshawar where they admitted to smuggling the labourers into the country, and also confessed to feeding them. The trial came to a head after some Pakistani police officers were caught on camera handing
over fake Pakistan identity cards to the labourers and later helping them gain access to the country. “All of them admitted that they were involved in the smuggling. They said that they took passport, visa and the way to enter [Afghanistan] by air,” head of the investigation team in the Joint Investigation Team into the case told DawnNewsTV. READ MORE: India insists Pakistan act against
Afghan Taliban The labourers were kept in different jails, including one in Peshawar, where the trial took place. The anti-Pakistan sentiments that led to attacks on NATO supply routes to Afghanistan through Pakistan were stoked by the Afghan Taliban and the Haqqani Network, and the Peshawar attack on the Army Public School was one of the consequences of this. Pakistan’s relations
with Afghanistan took a nose-dive following the incident, with Afghanistan telling Pakistan it would cut off all supply routes to Nato troops in Afghanistan. Pakistan recently sought a renewed pledge from Kabul for keeping safe the supply routes to the coalition in Afghanistan as of now, warning it will cut off the supplies if any attack is carried out along the supply routes. Afghan
labourers work in different sectors, including construction. Some of these labourers are used by
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Easily Photo-Edit and enhance your photos with Photoshop. You can apply different filters to photos to give it that additional look. The Lasso tool allows you to draw a selection of a part of the picture to add something to it. Paint and Draw tools allow you to draw in the image. The Type tool allows you to type text in a paragraph. The Shape tools allow you to create various types of art.
The Crop tool allows you to specify which part of the image to use to crop away the parts that you don't want. Best used for non-destructive editing of digital photos on a computer or mobile devices, VSCO is an online community where you can buy or sell high-quality creative tools, tips, and inspiration. You can download the mobile app to communicate, share photos, locate the closest
Creative Toolbox, and more while you're on the go. Photoshop comes with a plethora of features, fonts, effects, and brush or pen tools. Here are some of the most common ones: Brushes are one of the most popular tools in Photoshop. They can be used for various effects, including compositing, painting, erasing and retouching images. The Clone Stamp allows you to copy pixels from one
area of an image and paste them into another area. This is useful for repairing damaged or corrupt images. Easily Photo-Edit and enhance your photos with Photoshop. You can apply different filters to photos to give it that additional look. The Lasso tool allows you to draw a selection of a part of the picture to add something to it. Paint and Draw tools allow you to draw in the image. The
Type tool allows you to type text in a paragraph. The Shape tools allow you to create various types of art. The Crop tool allows you to specify which part of the image to use to crop away the parts that you don't want. Best used for non-destructive editing of digital photos on a computer or mobile devices, VSCO is an online community where you can buy or sell high-quality creative tools,
tips, and inspiration. You can download the mobile app to communicate, share photos, locate the closest Creative Toolbox, and more while you're on the go. Whether you’re happy with Photoshop, Illustrator, or InDesign, you’ll find similar features and tools in all three
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Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista Service Pack 1 Processor: Pentium 4 800 MHz or faster Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: Direct3D 9 compatible with 512 MB of system memory DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Disk: 50MB of free space Additional Notes: To run the game at 1080p, you will need a GeForce 9800 series GPU or above. Recommended: OS:
Windows 7 Service Pack 1 or higher Processor
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